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Abstract

The marketing team of a new telecommunications company is usually tasked with pro-

ducing forecasts for diverse stakeholders with different needs. Consequently, those outside

marketing often realize neither the many reasons for developing forecasts nor the marketing

theory used and the challenges involved in doing so. Based on our three decades of experience

working with telecommunications operators around the world we seek to redress this situation

by presenting a discussion of the issues involved in demand forecasting for new communi-

cations services. � 2002 Elsevier Science Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

With the liberalization of telecommunications markets around the world and the
development of new communications technologies, new services are being offered to
potential customers at an increasing rate. Methods of forecasting demand which
require historical data (such as time series analysis and econometric methods) cannot
be used for entirely new services. This paper outlines some of the challenges involved
in forecasting demand for new telecommunications services and describes the current
best practice based upon the combined experiences – totalling almost 30 years – of
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the authors working and consulting for telecommunications operators in Europe, the
Americas and Asia.

Typically, the department tasked with generating demand forecasts for the ser-
vices to be provided by a new telecommunications company (telco) is the marketing
department. Because of this, marketers are usually aware of the diverse nature of
those requesting forecasts and, at least in general terms, their reasons for doing so.
Similarly, having to produce the figures, marketing personnel are usually aware of
the challenges and implicit assumptions involved in this task. However, in our ex-
perience, such awareness is rarely shared by other groups in the enterprise or those
outside it. Many times, in our experience, a large gulf of understanding separates the
marketing team from the engineering or finance departments over the reasons for
forecasting and challenges involved in it. Part of this gulf arises from the different
terminologies and concepts each group of professionals commonly use; it is still rare
to hear telecom marketers speak of erlangs, for instance. Another reason for the gulf,
in our opinion, is the diverse requirements of those using the forecasts, so that
marketing teams often appear to others to be merely reacting to whichever is the
latest pressure for higher, or sometimes lower, forecasts.

We hope that this paper can go some way to remedy this situation. We begin with
a brief introduction to the relevant parts of the marketing theory, which provides the
context within which demand forecasts are generated. We then identify, in Section 3,
the key stakeholders in the forecasting process in a new telecommunications com-
pany, and their broad reasons for having an interest. While some or all of these will
be well known to senior managers involved in start-up telcos, we have not seen this
material presented before in print. It will be seen that the interests of stakeholders are
diverse, and often conflicting. Section 4 outlines at a high level the main forecasting
techniques in use for new telecommunications services, while Section 5 describes
some of the conceptual and practical challenges involved in using these. The material
in these two sections is well known to those involved in the practice of forecasting,
but again is material we have not before seen consolidated in print. Our experience
leads us to believe that people outside the marketing departments of telcos are not
usually well-acquainted with these issues. We conclude in Section 6 with a brief
discussion of the lessons for forecasters which the authors have acquired over the
course of their careers. Throughout the paper, we use the words products and ser-
vices interchangeably.

2. Marketing strategy

The key task of marketing strategy and implementation in the pre-launch period is
to develop a marketing strategy so as to achieve the company’s objectives in the
marketplace (Hemming et al., 1996; Kotler, 1991; Urban and Hauser, 1993) This
task can be summarized in three key questions: What are we going to sell? To whom?
And, how? These might appear straightforward questions, but answering them
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sufficiently precisely for business implementation often requires considerable analysis
and thought, including consideration of many subtle alternatives. Selecting between
these alternatives almost always requires the making of trade-offs between options
none of which is inherently better than the others.

As an example, imagine we are planning to sell high-capacity international tele-
communications links. Are these to be sold to large corporate end-customers or to
other telecommunications operators? These two groups of target customers are likely
to have different requirements in terms of quality of service, redundancy, latency,
etc., and different requirements for after-sales support and service. They are likely to
have very different purchase decision processes and price expectations. They may
have different expectations as to how they are to be sold to, how negotiations are to
be conducted, and the durations of contracts. Indeed, there are also likely to be
significant differences within each of these two groups on each of these dimensions,
for example, due to the extent of competition each company faces in its own mar-
ketplace. Companies in the financial sector, for instance, are typically more de-
manding of telecommunications suppliers – both during purchasing negotiations and
subsequently – than are customers in other industry sectors, due to the larger stakes
and fiercer competition involved. Our marketing strategy needs to define which types
of customers we will target, with what offers and in what manner.

Marketers typically describe marketing strategy development in terms of the
factors over which the company, to a greater or lesser extent, has influence. These are
often summarized as ‘‘The Four Ps’’ (Kotler, 1991), but for telecommunications
services there is in fact a fifth, Permission. Each of these factors suggests a number of
questions which company’s marketers need to answer:

1. Product. What is the product or service and what are its specific features? Which
features will comprise the core product, and which supplementary or value-added
products? The marketing team may not have complete freedom in product design,
due to technical, regulatory and financial constraints, but even within these, there
is usually scope for considerable variations.

2. Price. What price structures and levels will be adopted? What discounts, if any,
will be provided, when and to whom? What charges, if any, will be levied for ad-
ditional services, billing options, after-sales support, or ancillary items (such as
leather cases for mobile phones). What credit terms will be provided, and to
whom? In most industries, companies freely decide the price structures and levels
of the services they provide. In telecommunications, however, operators are often
constrained by regulation, for example, having to obtain Government approvals
before setting price levels. Even in relatively liberal telecommunications markets,
such as the USA, operators may still have to file their proposed prices to regula-
tory agencies in advance of their date of effect. One definition of marketing is: all
those things the company can do to sell its products without lowering its prices.

3. Promotion. How will the new service be advertised and promoted? What market-
ing communications material (brochures, posters, etc.) will be provided at retail
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points-of-sale and to sales staff? What messages to which audiences will be con-
veyed by each type of communication?

4. Place. Where and how will the service be sold? How will equipment (e.g., mobile
handsets) be provided to the various points-of-sale? Where and how will custom-
ers be activated to the service? In what way will after-sales services be provided?
How will equipment returns and replacement be effected? How will other entities
in the service distribution channel be selected, managed and compensated?

5. Permission. Most telecommunications services in most countries are regulated, to
a greater or lesser extent, by telecommunications-specific laws and agencies. For
instance, the scarcity of radio frequency spectrum usually means that governments
require intending operators of public wireless networks to have a licence to build
and operate the network before providing public services. A new company there-
fore needs to obtain the necessary permits to offer services, and this may or may
not be straightforward. For intending global companies, both international li-
cences and national licences in many countries may be required. Regulation typ-
ically does not end with the award of a licence, and the telco usually benefits from
continued monitoring and lobbying of regulatory authorities.

To some readers these may seem like minor questions in comparison to issues of
technology choice or financing options, but their answers will form the basis for the
differentiation of the company’s products from those of its competitors in the minds
of prospective customers. While economists often describe telecommunications
service as a commodity (e.g., Preist, 1998), to the extent that customers also think
this is evidence of a failure of marketing strategy.

To develop effective answers to these many questions requires a detailed un-
derstanding of the competitive market environment into which the new service will
be launched, and its likely dynamics. Marketers have a number of different
frameworks with which to view marketplaces, and some of these are presented in
outline form below. Although we present these as discrete concepts, they are
usually neither orthogonal nor independent, and multiple iterations of analysis
may be necessary before a coherent understanding of the market environment is
achieved. In each of these areas, marketers will consider possible competitor ac-
tions and reactions.

Market category definition. The market category at issue needs to be defined
precisely, and this is often not an easy task for an innovative product or service. For
new products, there are no competitors already providing the service (although other
companies may also be planning to do so). However, most technology products
satisfy some customer need which can be partly or even completely satisfied by some
other substitute, technology. The need to make voice calls while away from the home
or office, for instance, can be partly satisfied by public telephones, and so these are
sometimes seen as partial substitutes for mobile communications services. To the
extent that mobile customers make mobile calls while at home or in their offices, then
mobile and fixed services may be viewed as competitive. Moreover, if a mobile
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handset is used to play games, the relevant market category may be that of games
devices or entertainment and not telecommunications at all.

In addition, many products and services require other, complementary, products
or services for effective use by customers. Customers of mobile telephony networks
require handsets to be able to use the service, which often leads network operators,
usually unwillingly, into the business of handset provision and logistics. These di-
mensions of substitute and complementary services need to inform the market def-
inition.

Product life cycles. Most marketers believe that all products are subject to life
cycles: sales of a new product begin with a small number of customers, grow to a
peak at some time, and then decline again, perhaps to zero, as shown in Fig. 1
(Levitt, 1965). Growth occurs because increasing numbers of customers perceive the
product as satisfying their needs (which may be diverse). Decline eventually occurs
because customers find better means to satisfy these needs, and/or these needs change
over time. Most high-technology products are adopted initially only by people with a
keen interest in this type of new technology and the disposable income to indulge it.
Thus, early adopters are often technologically sophisticated, well informed, wealthy
and not averse to any risks potentially associated with the use of a new product.
Customers who purchase the product later may do so for very different reasons from
those of the early adopters, and may also have different needs being satisfied by its
use (Moore, 1991).

For example, in most countries the first adopters of mobile communications
services were mobile business and small tradespeople, and wealthy individuals. Only
as prices fell have residential consumers and non-mobile office workers become
users, and their needs are very different from those earlier in the market. A key

Fig. 1. A product life cycle.
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challenge for the marketing team is to manage the product life cycle, rather than be
managed by it. This in turn leads to wide variations in observed product life cycles,
for example for the same product in different countries. Fig. 1 shows the generic
form of a product life cycle.

Feature bundles. Since Lancaster (Lancaster, 1966; Lancaster, 1971), marketers
have viewed products as bundles of features or attributes, which together form the
basis of customer preferences for the product. For telecommunications services, the
feature set, or bundle, may include basic technical characteristics of the service (such
as propagation delays, likely congestion levels, data communications capacities,
etc.); value-added or enhanced features (such as voicemail, call diversion capabilities,
conference calling, etc.) and commercial elements (e.g., purchase and activation
arrangements; pricing structures and levels; billing and payment arrangements; after-
sales customer service). Demand will often depend crucially on the particular set of
features offered, and different customers may exhibit very different preferences for
different bundles (Hemming et al., 1996). In other words, the utility which each
customer derives from the product or service is a function of its specific attributes.
For example, Vodafone, a British mobile operator, initially launched pre-paid mo-
bile service using a credit-card system where the cards were unusable after a certain
date. This was the case even when the card still held a credit balance, a feature
disliked greatly by customers.

When customers purchase feature-bundles, they make explicit or implicit trade-
offs between competing features. For example, intending customers of a mobile
network may like to have both nationwide coverage and free voicemail. However,
one operator may have nationwide coverage but charge for use of voicemail. An-
other operator may have much lesser geographic coverage but free voicemail. Pro-
spective customers who have a pressing need for wide-area coverage may decide to
choose the first operator, even at the expense of having to pay for voicemail. Other
prospective customers, with less need for wide coverage, may make the trade-off
differently, and choose the second operator.

Segments. Customers may differ in their needs, their attitudes and their behav-
iours, in where, when and how they wish to purchase and use the product, and in
their extent of available income and their responses to price levels and changes.
Because of these differences, they may differ in the trade-offs they make between
alternative feature-bundles. They may also differ in their willingness to respond to
particular advertising and communications media and messages. All these differences
can have significant implications for the marketing strategy adopted by the com-
pany. Typically, strategies are more effective the more they focus on and respond to
differences in customer behaviour of this sort. Such focusing is not without cost,
however, and only for the largest corporate customers is it normally cost-effective to
develop a marketing strategy targeted to individual customers. For most others, it
makes sense to group customers in clusters, called segments, with common needs,
attitudes or behaviours (Kotler, 1991; Hemming et al., 1996). Such groupings will be
put to different uses within a company, and so different segmentations will be ap-
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propriate at different times and for different uses. A typical segmentation of mobile
voice service customers, based on the various needs satisfied by their use of the
phone, is presented here. Note that these different segments will most likely have
different price sensitivities, will be accessible via different communications media
(television, film, magazines, etc.) and may approach purchase decisions in very dif-
ferent ways.

Professional users. Need for communications while in transit to/from office;
voicemail and email services; group calling services.

Small business users. Need for communications to support business; voicemail and
receptionist services.

Status users. Need for conspicuous consumption; latest technology; stylish design.
Teenage users. Need for connection to social network; voicemail and SMS services

and games; stylish design.
Security users. Need for reassurance while driving or in remote locations; little

day-to-day need for mobile communications.

Diffusion of innovations. The adoption of an innovation through a community of
customers may be considered analogously to the spread of a disease, and so mar-
keters have borrowed mathematical models from epidemiology to model the diffu-
sion of innovations (Bass, 1969; Lilien et al., 1992; Mahajan et al., 1993). These
models typically use an S-shaped diffusion curve to model the cumulative sales up to
time t, for instance:

cum sales ¼ a
1þ be�kt

for constants a; b; k. As shown in Fig. 2, this is a curve which grows slowly at the
beginning, accelerates quickly through some middle period, and then flattens off to
an asymptotic point toward the end of the period of forecasting, as market satu-
ration is reached. Diffusion curves may be thought of as cumulative distribution
curves for product life cycles; they have been validated empirically in many markets
(Rogers, 1983), and have been applied to telecommunications markets (Altinkemer
et al., 1999; Austel, 1990; Frank, 1992). Marketers have good causal explanations for
the phenomenon which these curves model, for instance: the differential network,
sales and distribution capabilities of the companies serving a target market (e.g. the
growth in coverage of new fixed and mobile networks); the differential growth over
time in the awareness and education of prospective customers about the products in
the market category; the entry of new operators; and the generic product life cycle
for the category (Levitt, 1965; Moore, 1991; Urban and Hauser, 1993). However, the
selection of the appropriate diffusion model for a new product prior to launch –
before-sales data exist to calibrate it – is not an easy task, and this is currently an
area of academic research in marketing (Roberts, 1998).

When instantiated, these different frameworks for understanding the dynamics of a
market may be viewed as the constraints within which a marketing team undertakes
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the development of marketing strategy for a new product or service. As mentioned
above, the questions to be answered admit many possible answers, even within such
constraints, and marketing strategists almost invariably find themselves involved in
making choices between different combinations of answers. Typically, no one com-
bination dominates all the others on every decision criterion, so selection requires
trade-offs between different options. For example, do we sell a custom service to a
relatively smaller target segment or a ‘‘mass market’’ service to a larger group? If the
latter, our gross margins are likely to be less, but so too will be our costs of provision.
If the former, our gross margins and our net margins may be greater, but we may
require more people with specialized skills (e.g., in service installation) to provide the
service; such people may be hard to obtain in a particular country or region. We may
also be more vulnerable to a larger competitor entering the market. It is this type of
analysis which underpins the demand forecasting activity, and forms the basis for the
marketing strategy of the new company.

3. Why demand forecasts are needed

Planning a new telecommunications business, as with any new high-technology
business, requires a large number of technical and commercial decisions to be made
in advance of launch of service. Many of these decisions depend crucially upon
knowing the likely numbers of customers and the likely patterns of usage of these
customers (what we refer to as ‘‘demand’’). In the absence of live, operating data,
these decisions can only be made on the basis of forecasts of customers and usage.

For a new telecommunications operator, market forecasts are used to guide de-
cisions and actions across all areas of the business, to the point where they become,

Fig. 2. A diffusion curve.
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in the words of a former colleague, ‘‘the veins of the organization’’. Since these
decisions are wide in scope, and may be unknown to readers without experience of
life in a start-up, it is of value to consider some of the uses to which market forecasts
are put. Three broad groups of ‘‘stakeholders’’ require demand forecasts: engi-
neering design and implementation teams; marketing and commercial development
teams; and external entities, such as potential investors, government regulators,
equipment and applications suppliers, and distribution partners.

In the engineering arena, market demand forecasts are needed to guide major
technology choices and decisions, and develop detailed technical and service designs.
For instance, an intending global mobile satellite services (GMSS) operator has to
decide at what orbit to deploy its satellite constellation. The lower the orbit of the
satellites, the lesser will be the delay experienced by callers speaking on a satellite-
enabled call (‘‘propagation delays’’) (Brodsky, 1995). On the other hand, the lower
the orbit, the faster the satellite will disappear over the horizon (or be obscured by
trees or buildings), and so the greater the likelihood of inadvertent call termination
(‘‘dropout’’) (Pattan, 1998; Pope and Hardy, 1999). Different segments of customers
may have different preferences regarding these two features, and may trade one
feature off against another differently. Thus the selection of a constellation orbit may
impact the potential market demand for the service, a fact which led at least one
intending GMSS operator to undertake market research to assess the potential
customer tolerance of propagation delays before selecting an orbit (Wetenhall,
1998).

In addition to design questions, forecasts are needed by the engineering imple-
mentation team to configure and dimension the network and its elements. In a
mobile network, for example, calls typically need to be routed along fixed links
between base stations and mobile switching centres, and between switching centres.
Whether such links are to be leased from fixed network operators or constructed,
good prior indications of traffic along them will be needed to make the necessary
financial and contractual commitments. Such commitments may be required a year
or more before there are any operational traffic data on which to base a forecast.
Similarly, contractual commitments to equipment vendors are almost always de-
pendent on estimates of demand, and must be made well in advance of the launch of
service.

In the marketing and commercial arena, demand forecasts are required to quantify
potential customer segments and geographic territories for prioritization by the
business. In the GMSS market, for example, Iridium initially said that frequent
International Business Travelers were a key target segment (Hardy, 1997), while its
competitor ICO Global announced four distinct target segments, defined around
applications (ICO, 1999). Such prioritization guides decisions across the entire
company, from design of service features to selection of distribution partners.
Likewise, the prioritization of geographic focus is often a crucial element of business
planning, and effective prioritization requires estimates of demand, usage, revenues
and costs by region. The launch in 1993–94 of personal communications services
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(PCS) networks in Britain, for instance, saw the two new operators adopt radically
different geographic launch strategies: Mercury One2One launched service only in
and around London (inside the perimeter of the M25 Motorway), while Orange,
launching several months later, offered its service nationwide. By focusing on a
smaller launch area, One2One was able to beat its competitor to market. However,
Orange was able to offer its customers nationwide coverage from the outset (which
One2One did not match for several years), and, for this and other reasons, soon had
the greater market share of the two. 1

Moreover, as with configuration of engineering elements, demand forecasts are
needed to configure and dimension the commercial elements of the business. Com-
mercial questions which must be answered prior to launch of service and which
depend on the forecasts include: Where should retail sales outlets be located? How
many of them should there be? How large should each be? How large a target
customer area should each serve? What sales throughput should be expected in each?
What performance targets should be established for each? etc. While these issues
may appear small relative to some of the technical issues – such as the selection of
satellite orbits, for example – without an effective retail presence sales will not
achieve targeted levels and the company’s financial position will suffer. In addition,
the complexity of deciding these commercial issues and possibly implementing them
across multiple countries and cultures simultaneously means many decisions must be
made considerably ahead of commercial launch of service. Identifying and short-
listing potential downstream distribution partners in foreign countries, and negoti-
ating commercial agreements with them, may take as long as two years, for example.

In addition, demand forecasts are needed to calibrate models of the company’s
revenues, profits and cash flows, to assess business viability, to determine cash, eq-
uity and borrowing requirements, and to determine appropriate pricing structures
and levels. For start-up companies, financing may be very uncertain and so much
may depend upon the forecasts and financial models generated.

Such financial models are also used in the third arena of application of the de-
mand forecasts, that of convincing external parties to support the venture. Financial
models are needed to convince potential investors, lenders, stock exchange regulators
and other business partners of the market potential and of the company’s com-
mercial viability. This is especially important of products creating a new category,
where there may be considerable – and justifiable – doubt outside the company and
its investors about the market potential for the product. Likewise, third-party ven-
dors, such as manufacturers of user terminal equipment and providers of applica-
tions software, must often be persuaded that a commercially viable market exists for

1 Note that, in some countries, such as the USA, a distinction is made between so-called cellular

operators, who were generally the first companies given public mobile licences using call hand-off

technologies, and PCS operators who were given licences later. Cellular and PCS companies may or may

not have different technologies, marketing strategies or target customers.
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their products and services. Because vendors are not always so persuaded, new
telecommunications service providers are sometimes forced to underwrite their
vendors’ investment risks; British mobile operators, Mercury One2One and Orange,
as the world’s first PCS operators, had to do this for their handset vendors in the
early 1990s (Hadden, 1995). Likewise, the GMSS operators, Iridium, Globalstar and
ICO, had to adopt similar approaches with their user terminal vendors and logistics
managers to ensure global terminal availability at launch.

In the case of new telecommunications services, operating permits are usually
necessary before service can be provided, and regulatory agencies often need to be
persuaded that a sufficiently large potential market exists before they will award the
necessary licences for new services. For example, new wireless services may require
frequency allocations from national and global regulatory authorities, especially
where existing users occupy the relevant frequency bands. Specialized services may
also require additional licensing arrangements, such as the aviation authority ap-
provals required in most countries before new communications equipment can be
fitted to aircraft. As mentioned earlier, telecommunications regulators in many
countries also require that prices be filed publicly prior to their taking effect, so that
prices may need to be finalized well before commercial launch of service.

In summary, there are many stakeholders with a legitimate and abiding interest in
having forecasts of demand and usage, both within and outside a company planning
to offer new telecommunications services. The interests of these stakeholders may be
widely divergent, and most will have their own perspectives of the marketplace and
its dynamics, and their own assessments of market demand. They may also have
widely different levels of appreciation of the technical difficulties inherent in any
forecasting activity. Such is the environment in which the market planning team will
typically be required to produce market forecasts.

4. Forecasting methods

Having briefly discussed the need for market demand forecasts, this section pre-
sents a high-level introduction to the main methods currently used by marketers to
generate these forecasts for new communications products.

4.1. Exploratory methods

There are a number of methods marketers use to generate demand forecasts which
do not involve collecting of primary data from prospective customers. These
methods are sometimes referred to as exploratory methods, and sometimes as
qualitative methods, although the latter term also includes various non-statistical
methods of customer data collection (such as Focus Groups).

One approach used to structure thinking about the future in a turbulent envi-
ronment is scenario analysis (Schwartz, 1991). This method has participants consider
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possible alternative futures and then explore the consequences of these futures.
Typically, the participants are drawn from the ranks of senior management of the
company, although outsiders may also be included. Having articulated possible
futures, participants may also then seek to identify causal influences on these futures,
and the relationships between influences. For example, increases in consumer leisure
time may lead to increased use of communications devices for games and enter-
tainment pursuits; demand for a specific telecommunications application may
therefore ultimately depend upon the extent of disposable time which customers
have. Further, one can also assign subjective measures of uncertainty to the influ-
ences (Brauers and Weber, 1988). The resulting influence diagram can be used to
produce a probability distribution on the variable(s) of interest, from which expected
values may be derived as forecasts. This approach is termed structured scenario
analysis, and has been used to forecast demand for new telecommunications services
(Gruszecki and Andries, 1990), as well as for other products in markets undergoing
turbulent change (Robinson, 1984). 2

However, such an approach requires reaching an agreement on the structure of
influences and an assignment of uncertainty values to influences. For new market
categories in turbulent environments, there are typically a large number of po-
tential causal influences, and the relationships between them may well be very
complex. In these circumstance, seeking agreement on subjective inputs to complex
models, is usually very difficult. A related approach is to assign subjective degrees
of belief to the scenarios themselves (McBurney and Parsons, 2001), and update
these belief assignments as new information arises or as subjective beliefs change.
This method, applying a belief function model, uses non-probability representa-
tions for uncertainty first developed by the artificial intelligence community (Par-
sons and Hunter, 1998), and increasingly applied in domains where knowledge is
limited. The use of belief functions can accommodate, in a coherent fashion, the
different subjective views about the future which may exist within an organization
at such times.

Scenario analysis methods seek to articulate the range of possible alternative
futures, and thus they tend to expose and highlight differences in views about the
future. Another approach, called the Delphi method, generally seeks to achieve a
consensus rather than expose differences. In this method (Jolson and Rossow, 1971),
a group of experts are questioned individually (and often anonymously) about their
opinion of some future event, and their reasons for their opinions. The results are
then aggregated, and circulated back to the group. The participants are then again
asked for their opinions, which may have changed in the light of the information

2 Note that the application of probabilities to scenarios is a contentious issue in the business planning

community. See, for example, the debate conducted on the Global Business Network’s web-site

(www.gbn.com) in the early 1990s, and later published there under the title ‘‘Probabilities: help or

hindrance in scenario planning?’’
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received about their peers’ opinions, and the process repeated. Eventually, either a
consensus emerges or the reasons for its non-emergence generally become evident.
This is a common research technique for situations involving great future uncer-
tainty, and participants are usually selected on the basis of their public status as
experts, for example, regulators, academic commentators, journalists, etc. The
Delphi method is less commonly used for participants from within an organization
because differences in opinion within one company can be exposed more readily
through direct conversation, and a consistent viewpoint imposed upon the partici-
pants by management decision.

4.2. Primary market research techniques

When compared with alternatives, exploratory techniques are generally inex-
pensive and fast to implement. They tend to generate results based on subjective
views of the marketplace, and so are not always very forceful in persuading others.
More persuasive, in general, are forecasts based on primary market research, which
are those involving the collection of data through interviews with prospective cus-
tomers (Aaker et al., 1995; Green et al., 1988). However, as we discuss in Section 5,
forecasts using primary market research may be no more reliable than forecasts
using exploratory methods.

Primary data are usually collected through some form of sample survey, in which
interviews are conducted with prospective customers or purchase-decision-makers
(who may not be the same people as the users of the service). Survey interviews may
be conducted by e-mail or letter, by telephone, or face-to-face. Typically, costs per
interview increase in this order, as does the effective response rate. (Response rates to
postal surveys may be as low as 1% or 2%.)

A survey will typically describe the proposed product or service in some form, and
then ask the respondent about their likely purchase intentions and anticipated usage.
Questions will also be included on the socio-demographic characteristics of the re-
spondent (e.g., their age, income, marital status, etc.), in the case of individuals, or
the corporate equivalents (‘‘firmographics’’), in the case of an organizational re-
spondent. Questions on lifestyles, attitudes and leisure activities are also common.
Responses to these background questions are matched against responses to the in-
tentions questions, so as to enable understanding of the characteristics of customers
who are attracted to the proposed offering, and how best to communicate with, and
sell to, them.

For new services which may be complex bundles of features, a key marketing
task is to decide what features to be included in the service package. Customers
will purchase such bundles only after making a trade-off between the different
feature-bundles available to them at the time of purchase. A market research
technique known as conjoint analysis is often used to simulate and model such
multi-attribute purchase decisions (Green and Krieger, 1993; Urban and Hauser,
1993). Purchase intention models in marketing can be extremely complex. Even
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purchase advice that one prospective customer gives to others – what marketers
refer to as ‘‘word-of-mouth’’ – can be simulated and its impact calibrated, as in
Urban et al. (1990, 1996).

Conjoint studies generally ask customers to rank hypothetical products in order
of preference, sometimes when these products differ by just one feature or one level
of one feature (e.g. one price level versus another price level, price being considered
as one feature). In this way, we can calibrate the extent to which one feature is
preferred over another. In particular, if price is included as one of the features, an
estimate of the price sensitivity can be obtained, and an understanding of how price
is traded against other features. For example, a new mobile operator may have lesser
geographic coverage at launch than do its incumbent competitors, and so will typ-
ically offer services at lower prices. The challenge facing the marketing team is to
make the price differential large enough to attract customers who are willing to trade
coverage against price, but not larger than necessary, and certainly not so large as to
attract more customers than the network can support. Conjoint studies can enable
such fine calibration to be achieved.

Armed with the results of a conjoint study, marketers can then estimate the ex-
pected demand for each combination of product features (each bundle) based on the
percentage of customers who preferred this bundle over the offered alternatives.
However, asking respondents in an interview to make comparisons of feature bun-
dles is time-consuming, and there is a limit to how many comparisons an individual
respondent can make. In addition, conjoint surveys are generally most effective when
administered face-to-face. These considerations result in conjoint analysis being an
expensive form of primary market research.

4.3. Market models

The approaches described above are essentially methods for collection of market
data – either from experts or from prospective customers – which can be used to
develop a market forecast. How are the forecasts actually generated from this in-
formation? There are a number of ways in common use in telcos, which we collec-
tively group under the heading market models. We may think of a market model as
simple input–output device, where the inputs are some assumptions about our
product offerings and their expected marketplace environment, and the model out-
put is a forecast of the market demand for the product. The input assumptions may
be quantitative or qualitative, as indeed may be the outputs. The form of the model –
that is, the function which transforms inputs to outputs – may be simple or complex.
We now discuss at a high level a number of models in common use in telcos for new
product forecasting.

Subjective methods simply involve asking participants (e.g. Delphi participants or
scenario planners) to state their opinion about the likely market size. These may be
point-estimates or interval estimates, and may be combined with measures of un-
certainty (e.g. ‘‘There is a 30% chance of demand being greater than 2 million, and a
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70% chance it will be less than 2 million.’’) Opinions from different people may be
combined or averaged in an appropriate manner, as in McBurney and Parsons
(2001) and UMTS Forum (1999). A refinement of simple subjective approaches is to
use some form of hierarchical model. Thus, for example, an intending mobile sat-
ellite operator may target only existing users of terrestrial mobile services, and so
customer forecasts for satellite mobile services may therefore be expressed as a
percentage of the customer numbers of land mobile networks. Again, expert opinion
can be sought on the appropriate level of this percentage and the expected total
demand for terrestrial services.

Comparative approaches forecast demand using the experience of a cognate
market or country. We might, for instance, forecast the demand and uptake of
cable television (CATV) services in a country where this is a new technology either
by using similar CATV figures from other countries or by using demand and
diffusion figures for broadcast television in the same country. Because new services
usually seek to satisfy different needs to existing services, this approach does not
always generate reliable forecasts. Second generation cordless telephone (CT2)
services, for instance, were expected by many people to repeat the earlier successes
of analogue cellular services, as the technologies are very close. However, they
failed to do so, at least in Western countries, arguably because, with lesser func-
tionality than cellular, they did not meet the expectations held by consumers who
knew about cellular.

Primary research surveys of purchase intentions are used to generate demand
forecasts in a number of ways. If we simply ask respondents ‘‘Do you intend to
purchase this service?’’, then we can estimate the total demand for the service by
multiplying the percent who answer positively by the total population under con-
sideration. (Such an inference is only valid statistically, of course, if the sample of
respondents is representative of this population.) If we had asked a more sophisti-
cated question of purchase intentions, such as: ‘‘How likely is it that you will pur-
chase this service in the next year? Very likely, likely’’, etc., then we can produce a
finer analysis. We might simply conclude, say, that 20% of the population is very
likely to purchase the service in the next year. Or, we might add together the numbers
of those responding ‘‘very likely’’ with those responding ‘‘likely’’ to give a better
estimate of demand. In fact, standard market research practice is to take a weighted
average of all those responses which were not negative, for example, 80% of those
responding very likely plus 65% of those responding likely plus 50% of those re-
sponding ‘‘neither likely nor unlikely. Such weightings are justified on the basis that
not all respondents will later do as they indicated, but (it is argued), the more ex-
treme the intention, the more probable it is that the intention will be effected. If
information has been collected on socio-demographic and similar variables, these
may be used to produce demand forecasts for separate segments, such as for large,
medium and small businesses. If use has been made of stratified random sampling (a
statistical technique in which separate sub-samples are taken from each segment of
the population, Chaudhuri and Stenger, 1992), then segment-level forecasts may be
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aggregated to produce a total population forecast based upon the relative sizes of
each segment in the total population.

Conjoint analyses may be used to generate demand forecasts in the same manner
as for basic surveys of purchase intentions, except that the forecasts may be pro-
duced separately for each bundle of features included in the conjoint survey. In this
way, we may assess the potential market demand for different product definitions. If
we have knowledge on the possible feature bundles being considered by competitors,
we may also include those in the conjoint model, and so generate likely market
shares for each intending provider in the same way.

This description of the demand forecasting calibration methods should indicate
that forecasting processes in common use are straightforward, at least at a con-
ceptual level. However, this is not to say that the resulting forecasting models are
not large. They may be very complex, with long chains of causal or hierarchical
reasoning (McBurney and Parsons, 2001), and with many, diverse ratios and
weighting factors to be estimated. The largest demand forecasting model in our
experience was 6.6 Gb in size, with the file of input assumptions alone exceeding 55
Mb. Estimating the satellite capacities needed for an intending global satellite
network, for instance, requires estimates of the usage likely to be generated at each
point (or small region) on the earth by users calling to each other point, by each
time of day. If the network in question permits mobility of terminals, then we may
need to disaggregate this forecast by the country of registration of the calling
party, for example, to respond to specific national requirements for call routing or
call interception, or to reliably estimate revenues for those services priced na-
tionally. The resulting traffic forecasting models are both large and conceptually
complex.

4.4. Post-launch forecasting

Forecasting demand does not end with the launch of commercial service. Indeed,
the launch of new products and services should not, and usually does not, end with
the initial launch, and new product development and deployment plays an increas-
ingly important role in network evolution and business growth for most telcos. Each
new product in a product portfolio will require demand forecasts to be prepared, not
least because, in a well-managed company, a separate market-entry decision (GO
versus NO GO) should be made for each.

Moreover, total market demand – the potential or saturation level of the market –
still needs to be forecast, even after a product is commercially available. Because of
the problems associated with collecting primary market research data for a new
product category, one of us has previously argued (Hemming et al., 1996) that some
of the attention paid to pre-launch forecasts is misplaced, and a key focus of telcos
should be the creation of systems and processes to enable rapid learning from and
adjustment to the marketplace after launch of service. These comprise an entirely
different set of forecasting issues which are not discussed here.
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5. The challenges of forecasting demand

Having briefly outlined the main techniques used by marketers to forecast com-
munications demand, we now discuss some of the key problems involved in their use.

5.1. Conceptual issues

Forecasting of demand for a new service requires an understanding of the market-
level dynamics of the relevant marketplace, and this understanding is not always
easily obtained. Traditional methods of forecasting demand – such as time series
analysis and econometric modelling, e.g., Kridel and Dolk (1993) and Lee (1988) –
require historical data on the market concerned or on a closely related one. Such
data is not available for innovative products which, in the language of marketing,
define a new market category (Kotler, 1991). Even when data from analogous
markets are available, a turbulent market environment may render past data less
than useful, as it may inhibit the forecaster from identifying new opportunities,
changes in trends, market discontinuities, etc. (Gruszecki and Andries, 1990). Tra-
ditional methods of forecasting have been likened to ‘‘looking forward through a
rear-view mirror’’ (Koreisha and Stobaugh, 1979). In one typology of business en-
vironments in terms of their levels of uncertainty (Courtney et al., 1997), the envi-
ronment faced by companies proposing a new telecommunications service would be
either Level 3 (‘‘A range of futures’’) or Level 4 (‘‘True ambiguity’’), on a four-point
scale.

In addition to the major dynamics of a marketplace, demand for a new product or
service may be very sensitive to the specific product features it comprises. These
features will depend upon technical, regulatory and financial constraints and design
decisions made by each intending operator, and so are likely to differ from one
operator to another. Different feature-bundles are likely to appeal differentially to
different customer segments, and thus have an impact on the market demand for
each company’s offering. At the early stages of business planning for a new product,
considerable latitude exists for each company regarding the product and service
attributes, and consequently considerable uncertainty exists as to the likely levels of
possible demand. In addition, the long planning and implementation periods re-
quired for many new telecommunications services may add to the forecasting un-
certainty. For example, in the case of GMSS, where lead times between project
inception and commercial launch have typically been eight or more years (Anon,
1999), customer expectations and preferences will almost certainly have changed
considerably through the planning period, not least because other product offerings –
complementary and substitute – have not remained constant in this time.

Thus, conceptual challenges to demand forecasting arise from both market-level
and product-level factors. The terrestrial mobile communications industry provides a
good example of the difficulty of forecasting demand for a new category in a tur-
bulent environment. Public mobile communications services based on cellular
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technologies were introduced from the early 1980s, starting in Scandinavia and Ja-
pan. Services were then launched in North America and elsewhere in Western Eu-
rope from the middle of the 1980s and have since been introduced in most countries
around the world. The services were completely new to customers, to operators and
their distribution channel partners, to equipment vendors and suppliers, and to
government regulators. In addition, the last 15 years have been a period of great
change in the telecommunications industry, due to technological innovations, priv-
atization and corporatization of state-owned enterprises, deregulation and opening
of telecommunications markets leading to the entry of new competitors to the
market, and changing customer preferences. As a consequence, forecasting of de-
mand has been a difficult task. The head of forecasting and analysis for the Inter-
national Telecommunications Union has stated ‘‘the mobile communications market
has proved to be one of the most dynamic, but also one of the most difficult to
forecast, of all the parts of the telecommunications sector. The forecasts produced by
equipment suppliers, network operators and by specialist consultancies have con-
sistently underestimated the actual market potential’’ (Kelly, 1996). Even by 1995,
when forecasters had a decade’s worth of experience of the rapid growth of demand
and the category was no longer new to customers or to operators, forecasts from
credible forecasters for worldwide terrestrial mobile customers in the year 2000 – just
five years ahead – ranged from 200 million to 350 million customers (Kelly, 1996).
Yet even the largest of these may have been underestimates. In early 1999, a mobile
industry technology association forecast the worldwide year 2000 demand at 426
million customers (UMTS Forum, 1999).

This example raises the deeper conceptual issue of what counts as a good forecast.
All forecasts for new products are inaccurate, and predictive accuracy is not a good
performance measure when those developing the forecast have potential to influence
the direction of the market. An alternative approach is to consider the question not
as one of accuracy but as one of persuasiveness: How much do the reasons proposed
for a particular forecast compel belief in it? Does it withstand scrutiny, at least to the
level required by the users of the forecasts? Are the underlying assumptions justified
and consistent? In asking these questions, one would be challenging the marketing
understanding behind the forecast, i.e., the scope of issues presented in Section 2. In
responding to such questions, the forecasters will need to have a good understanding
of the likely shape of future market demand before undertaking a detailed estimation
of it: Will demand grow quickly or slowly, for example, or will its growth depend on
that for some other product? Will demand depend on the number of competitors in
the market? etc. The evidence presented in answer to such questions may be sub-
jective or based on primary market research data. As we discuss below, the latter
data are not without their own difficulties of validity and reliability when used for
forecasting demand for new products. Because we believe the focus needs to be on
arguments for the forecast, we support a statement by Walsham (1982), developing
30-year demand forecasts for telecommunications services, that a model needs to be
regarded as ‘‘a forum for debate rather than a forecasting tool’’.
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5.2. Data collection issues

The large financial stakes often at risk by companies in offering new telecom-
munications services make the case for undertaking primary research as the basis for
demand forecasts compelling. For example, some $50 billion had been requested of
investors before launch in global satellite services (Evans et al., 1998) and much of
this amount was invested or pledged. In most cases, investors only did so after seeing
the results of primary market research which suggested that demand for GMSS
would be sufficiently large. Yet the recent experience of the industry, with two of the
three operators, Iridium and ICO, descending in bankruptcy, would suggest other-
wise. While there are many reasons for the ultimate failures of the GMSS operators,
their ventures would not have proceeded as far as they had without primary research
indicating a sufficiently large market demand. Primary market research data, how-
ever, are not necessarily reliable, for a number of reasons.

Firstly, as mentioned above, demand may depend crucially on specific service and
quality features, and these are not known at the outset of the planning activity, when
forecasts of demand are first needed. Indeed, one purpose of primary market re-
search is to gather information relevant to their specification (Urban and Hauser,
1993). In any case, telecommunications features are difficult and costly (although not
impossible) to simulate in a market research interview. Likewise, actual demand will
also depend on what alternatives, partial or complete substitutes, and complemen-
tary services are available to customers at the time of their purchase decision.

Secondly, even if interview respondents were to know and appreciate the exact
features of a new service and of competing services, respondents are not necessarily
accurate predictors of their own future behaviour. As mentioned earlier, market
research surveys of purchase intentions typically ask prospective customers to rate
their likelihood of purchase using terms from a qualitative linguistic scale such as
very likely, likely, unsure, unlikely, and very unlikely (Kotler, 1991). Even though
such a scale permits some uncertainty about future intentions to be represented,
respondents may act differently when placed in an actual purchase situation. One
report, talking of the use of linguistic labels with crisp-set-based conjoint models to
forecast market share in existing market categories, noted that: ‘‘The resulting
models are inflexible, costly to implement and have predictive validity not sub-
stantially better than chance’’ (Turksen and Willson, 1995). This is likely to be even
more the case with a new product category, such as mobile satellite services, where
early market research surveys have necessarily been conducted several years in ad-
vance of the service launch. Moreover, individual respondents typically find it dif-
ficult to factor network effects into predictions of their own behaviour: the actual
individual benefits to be gained from using some new product, such as access to the
Internet, may depend crucially on how many other people have access to it, yet no
one respondent is likely to know this.

Finally, primary research is often unreliable for new telecommunications services
because many of these services are transnational or global in nature, and so demand
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estimates require market research to be conducted across the globe. Different cul-
tures, however, accord different statuses and meanings to a market research inter-
view and to the questions within it (Stepick and Stepick, 1990), and statistical market
research techniques do not always transfer readily across cultures (see, for example,
Casley and Lury, 1981; Kushner, 1982; McBurney, 1988; Stanton et al., 1982). Since
even simple concepts such as ‘‘spouse’’ (Stepick and Stepick, 1990) and ‘‘father’’
(McBurney, 1988) are understood very differently in different cultures, how much
more so for abstractions such as ‘‘purchase likelihood’’ with regard to not-yet-ex-
istent services. 3 For some customer segments, such as Multi-National Corporations
or International Business Travelers, for example, there may be enough commonality
between respondents in different cultures for this not to be a problem. For other
segments, such as villagers in remote areas of developing countries, cultural issues
associated with doing market research itself are likely to be a major source of un-
reliability.

Another challenge for primary market research which often arises is the fact of
sparse target populations. Although one estimate for the global market for GMSS,
for example, was thirty million or more customers by 2005 (Rhinds, 1999), the total
number of terrestrial mobile customers worldwide at this time may exceed 1 billion
(Ovum Ltd., 1999). Indeed, one mobile industry group recently predicted 1.7 billion
terrestrial mobile customers globally by 2010 (UMTS Forum, 1999). Hence, GMSS
demand will be a small percentage of the total terrestrial mobile demand. If potential
GMSS customers comprise, say, 2% of existing mobile users then we would need to
interview an average of 50 terrestrial mobile users to locate just one potential GMSS
customer. In order to make statistically valid comparisons between potential GMSS
customers (for instance, according to their country of origin or their frequency of
usage) we may require a realized sample size of several hundred GMSS respondents
(Aaker et al., 1995; Green et al., 1988). To achieve 300 potential GMSS users would
thus require interviews with 15,000 cellular customers, a sample size that would be
prohibitively expensive.

In such circumstances, it is common for market researchers to use a simple
screening question or questions (e.g., ‘‘Are you an existing cellular user? If so, do you
ever travel outside cellular coverage areas?’’) in, say, a telephone survey, and then
arrange to follow this with a more detailed face-to-face interview for those passing
the screen (the targeted group). That is, only those who have answered ‘‘Yes’’ to the
initial screening questions are administered the full questionnaire. Such an approach
would provide the detailed information required on the attitudes, preferences and
behaviours of the target customers but possibly at the cost of lesser information as to
their prevalence within the wider population, and their relative characteristics.

3 Indeed, some anthropologists (e.g., Raven, 1996) even argue that not all cultures use the same rules of

inference in logical reasoning.
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5.3. Organizational issues

A further challenge for demand forecasting of new telecommunications services
arises from organizational issues.The first of these is what may be termed opinion
proliferation. The combination of an absence of comparable historical data and
the unreliability of primary market research means there is generally no one
single prevailing viewpoint regarding demand levels within an intending service
provider and among its stakeholders. Everyone has an opinion on the size and
dynamics of the market, and there is often no agreed or objective way to arbi-
trate between these. Primary market research findings might conceivably provide
a resolution, were they not subject to so many challenges of reliability and va-
lidity. A related problem arises from the diverse nature of stakeholder require-
ments for forecasts, which often leads to a tension between the feasibility of the
forecasting activity and the granularity of the resulting forecasts. Survey re-
spondents have finite time and patience, for example, and adding further ques-
tions to a survey can make it unworkable. Such tensions are not always apparent
to users of forecasts.

As we have shown, planning of the business cannot proceed without some
forecasts of demand, however tentative. Moreover, many of the business planning
questions involved are complex and inter-related (Hardy, 1996), and can only be
resolved knowing the results of the others. Which satellite orbits a new GMSS
operator will select, for example, will depend partly on the expected levels of de-
mand, which will, in turn, depend on the expected pricing strategy, which will be
dependent on the amount of free cash available to the company at launch, itself a
function of investment and capital expenditure levels, which may again depend on
the satellite orbits selected. Because the relationships between such variables are
unknown and are almost certainly non-linear, resolution of these questions si-
multaneously is generally impossible. Consequently, interim solutions are typically
adopted, with periodic revisions through a process of iteration across the company.
Some decisions, such as the choice of orbit in a satellite business (which choice
influences the nature of satellites to be manufactured), need to be made early in the
design process and can only be revised with prohibitive financial costs and delays.
Thus, such decisions tend not to be revised very often. Other decisions, however,
such as the type of retail outlets to be used, may be postponed until much closer to
the launch date of commercial service and may even be revised subsequent to
launch, if necessary.

In this situation, any useful demand forecasting activity must be iterative, with
successive forecasts being adopted by the company as its current official forecasts.
This decision process is very similar to the so-called ‘‘blackboard architecture’’ for
complex decision-making used in intelligent computer systems (Nii, 1986; Parsons et
al., 1993). Despite this similarity, it is not common for start-up telecommunications
companies to formalize this process with a blackboard-like decision process. We
believe there is considerable value in doing so.
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6. Conclusion

We have written this paper primarily to inform non-marketers about the diverse
reasons forecasts are developed by a new communications company, and the
methods commonly used by marketers when developing forecasts. Lack of knowl-
edge of the context and methods of forecasting by those not involved in the process
often contributes, in our experience, to a gulf between marketing and other de-
partments in a company. Also common is a belief that forecasts are simply invented.
None of us knows the future, so no forecast can ever be entirely accurate. The rel-
evant question as we have argued, is not predictive accuracy, but persuasiveness: are
we convinced by the arguments put forward in support of a particular forecast.

Our forecasting experience has led us to several beliefs about effective manage-
ment of the forecasting process. Firstly, that simple forecasting models are better
than complex ones, because of the need for forecasts to be persuasive. If users of the
forecasts do not understand their derivation, then they are less likely to be persuaded
by them. Moreover, for many new services, the competitive and financial pressure to
launch as quickly as possible mitigate against large and time-consuming primary
data gathering projects. In these circumstances, subjective or comparative forecast
models may be all that can be done in the time permitted. If they are convincing to
the stakeholders, than they will be fit-for-purpose, even though simple.

Secondly, forecasts need to stay aligned with the company’s marketing, technical
and financial strategies. This is not easy to achieve in the planning phase of a start-
up, when these strategies are still being created. The need for ongoing alignment
leads us to recommend a formal, blackboard-like, process for managing forecast
development and dissemination within a start-up, as mentioned earlier. Such a
formal process also helps instil a culture of reflective iteration within the company,
by which we mean that everyone realizes that the forecasts (and indeed other plans)
are only always tentative, and may be revised in the light of new information received
and validated. While corporate reflection may be seen as a delaying tactic, we believe
that embedding it in a formal process of iteration can act to increase the speed and
agility of the company in responding to changes in its external environment.

It is common, in our experience, for forecasts, once produced, to take on a life of
their own. Once published, especially after external publication, they appear to many
involved to be sacrosanct. This is unfortunate. Our third belief is that the process of
forecasting, and the quality of forecasts produced, would benefit from wider un-
derstanding of the challenges involved, and the limitations of the techniques avail-
able. We have sought by means of this article to address this issue.
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